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The cerebellum is one of the most organized (Fig. 1), yet incredibly complicated structures of the
brain. Several inhibitory and excitatory inputs innervate Purkinje cells (PCs), which are the singular
output of the cerebellar cortex. PCs are tonically repetitively firing cells that integrate all cerebellar
inputs, and change their firing rate during directed movement1. Interneurons in the molecular layer
provide inhibitory input, while parallel fibres (PFs) and climbing fibres (CFs) provide excitatory input.
PFs are granule cell axons that migrate from the granule layer to the distal dendritic tree of PCs,
where a large number of PFs synapse once or twice upon a PC2,3. Inferior olive neurons provide the
CFs, which innervate the proximal PC dendritic tree in a characteristic one-to-one ratio, with the
CF synapsing onto the PC between 250 and 1500 times2–9. The main functions of the cerebellum
are control of motor function and balance, which are accomplished via several forms of synaptic
plasticity at both the PF- and CF-PC synapses10–15. Synaptic plasticity is expressed as a change in the
excitability of the membrane, and is mainly controlled by the CFs in the cerebellum16.
Spinocerebellar ataxias (SCAs) are characterized by dysfunction of the cerebellum due to
mutations in key players involved in neurogenesis, synaptic transmission, and several cellular
processes that include protein synthesis and folding, mRNA transport, and apoptosis17. The SCAs
form a group of 44 genetically heterogeneous neurodegenerative disorders. Interestingly, these
genetic variations all result in similar symptoms of ataxic gait and poor coordination of the hands,
speech and eye movements. The characteristic ataxic phenotype is caused by altered PC output,
likely induced by changes in intrinsic PC firing patterns1 and/or PC inputs. Possible changes in
PC input include CF regression, and altered glutamatergic transmission. Currently, there are no
therapies available for SCA.
This thesis mainly focuses on SCA23, which is a slowly progressive, autosomal dominant SCA
caused by mutations in PDYN18. SCA23 patients suffer from progressive motor dysfunction that
evolves relatively slowly, and a fairly pure cerebellar ataxia due to loss of PCs19. PDYN encodes
Prodynorphin (PDYN), which is the precursor protein for the opioid peptides α-neoendorphin,
Dynorphin (Dyn) A, and Dyn B. Dynorphins interact with the κ-opioid receptor (KOR), where they
regulate pain, substance dependence, and stress-induced responses20–23. However, Dyn A can also
exhibit non-opioid-mediated neurotoxic effects via N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDA-Rs)24,
α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4-propionate receptors (AMPA-Rs)25 and/or acid-sensing ion
1a (ASIC1a) channels26.
The majority of SCA23 mutations are located in the highly conserved Dyn A-coding region, and
lead to enhanced levels of mutant Dyn A in cells18,27. These mutant Dyn A peptides display neurotoxic
properties in cultured striatal neurons18, and induce pathological pain in mice in femtomolar doses28.
Although the underlying mechanism is unclear, recent studies indicate that these mutant peptides
interact with and penetrate cellular membranes in vitro, and thus lead to cell death29,30.
We have generated a novel mouse model for SCA23, and studied this model at several different
timepoints. This thesis describes the pathology of SCA23, and the implications for SCA23 patients
and the SCA field in general.
12
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Figure 1. A schematic overview of the cerebellar circuitry
The cerebellum is one of the most organized structures in the brain; any cross-section of the cerebellum will look
similar to the one depicted here. (A) In healthy cerebellum, Purkinje cells
(PCs; d) located in the PC layer (b) extend their dendritic tree into the molecular layer (c). PCs are innervated
by parallel fibres (PFs; h), and climbing fibres (CFs; i). PFs migrate from the granule cell layer (a), where their
cell bodies are located (granule cells; a), to the top of the molecular layer, where they synapse upon the distal
PC dendritic tree. CFs are the axons of inferior olive neurons, and synapse upon the proximal PC dendritic tree.
PCs integrate these and other signals (from stellate cells; g), and compute the cerebellar output. (B) During the
early stages of spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA), the cerebellar output is altered, either by intrinsic changes in the
PC, or by changes in the input into the PC. The change depicted here is CF regression. When CFs retreat from
the PC dendrites and CF-PC synapses are lost, the PC inevitably computes a different output, leading to motor
dysfunction. (C) During end-stage SCA, the volume of the cerebellum is significantly reduced due to regression
of PC dendrites, and loss of PCs. Loss of other cell types is not excluded. The atrophy progresses, worsening
the phenotype until the condition is no longer compatible with life. a, granule cell layer; b, Purkinje cell layer;
c, molecular layer; d, Purkinje cell; e, Purkinje cell axon; f, granule cell; g, stellate cell; h, parallel fibre; i, climbing
fibre.
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Outline of this thesis
In this thesis, we illustrate new aspects of the role of PDYN in cerebellar neurodegeneration, and
SCA23 in particular. Chapter I gives a more detailed overview of cerebellar function, and the role CFs
play in normal and abnormal functioning of the cerebellum in relation to SCA.
In Chapter II, we describe a novel mouse model for SCA23. Mice expressing either wild-type
or R212W human PDYN were phenotypically and biochemically characterized. PDYNR212W mice
recapitulated the symptoms of SCA23 patients, and displayed a slowly progressive, fairly pure
cerebellar ataxia with gait abnormalities, coinciding with loss of CF-PC synapses at 3 months of age,
and an overall loss of motor function, coinciding with PC loss at 12 months of age. In combination
with the observed increase in NMDA-R subunit expression, we believe that CF deficits and increased
Ca2+ signalling cause PC dysfunction, leading to ataxia.
Chapter III focuses on the early neuropathology of SCA23 in PDYNR212W mice. Mice were
studied around the age of CF maturation, and loss of CF-PC synapses was observed prior to CF
maturation. Additionally, changes in the expression of NMDA-R and voltage-gated Ca2+ channel
subunits suggested increased Ca2+ signalling. As loss of CF-PC synapses can decrease glutamatergic
signalling31, we consider increased Ca2+ signalling to be a compensatory mechanism. Additionally,
PDYN plays a role in cerebellar development, and we hypothesize that developmental abnormalities
contribute to the neurodegenerative SCA23 pathology.
In Chapter IV, the structure and neurotoxic effects of SCA23-mutant peptides are more closely
studied. The mutations in PDYN lead to significant changes in the secondary structure of Dyn A
peptides, and consequently, a loss of affinity for the native KOR. Additionally, the changes in
secondary structure also affect degradation of the peptides. R6W and R9C Dyn A display reduced
degradation, indicating increased stability of these peptides, which leads to elevated peptide levels.
In primary cerebellar cultures, both wild type and SCA23-mutant Dyn A peptides induce cellular
dysfunction, with wt and R6W Dyn A being most toxic. Blocking of opioid or NMDA receptors
reduced toxicity, suggesting that while wt Dyn A interacts with both receptors fairly equally, L5S
Dyn A favours opioid interaction, and R6W Dyn A favours NMDA-R interaction.
Chapter V reports several new variants, and the functional consequences of two novel variation
likely causing SCA, all discovered in our group. The novel R1003W variation in GRIN3B, which
encodes the NR3B subunit of the NMDA receptor, reduces surface expression of receptor complexes
containing this subunit. Therefore, we speculate that reduced trafficking of the receptor underlies
the disease phenotype. In GRIK1, two variations were detected. The rare GRIK1 variation L411* did
not allow for protein expression, likely due to nonsense-mediated mRNA decay. The second variation
in GRIK1 detected in the same patient, a frameshift variation at E841, reduced protein expression.
We hypothesize that loss of one GRIK1 allele caused by the p.L411* variation is benign, as the wildtype GRIK1 allele is properly expressed. However, the unfortunate combination of the p.L411* and
p.E841fs29X variations may lead to critically altered GluK1 complexes, inducing trunk ataxia.
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